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Global Research Editor’s Note

This is among the best best presentations on the devastating health risks of the Covid-19
jab. The statements of Dr. Eads are carefully formulated and explained. “This is medical
tyranny”. Life threatening infections.

…

Dr. Eads says the COVID injections and CDC protocols have already killed 500,000 people.

COVID itself  does not exist,  she says,  but the misdiagnosis of  COVID and the ensuing
injection and CDC protocols are killing en masse.

HCQ,  Ivermectin,  Vitamin  D  etc.  do  effectively  treat  patients  who  present  with  ailments
misdiagnosed  as  COVID.

Eads says the COVID jabs themselves are bioweapons since they progressively reduce
immunity.

The first one by about 30%, and subsequent jabs even more.

The government COVID mandates and protocols are not about saving people (especially the
old and frail), but rather about killing them.

 Join Greg Hunter as he talks to 25 year veteran Dr. Elizabeth Eads, DO, exposing the lies
that Big Pharma, CDC, FDA and NIH are telling the public. Dr. Eads will highlight the real
unreported effects of the CV19 injections/jabs and how it’s all gone completely out of control
in hospitals across the country. Click to View

click above to access the video
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